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I Love Fabric!

But I never seem to have enough…

If you could have as much fabric as you wanted 
what would you make with it?

Make quilts for our troops?
Maybe for sick children at your local hospital…

I Love Fabric!
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� Did you know that to make a queen sized 
bed quilt you will need about 12 yards…

� …and the fabric alone will cost $120 to $180

� …and that’s not including batting or thread? 

For every quilt you make the conventional way…

You will invest $150 to $210 even 
before you start sewing!

Can You Keep Up With 
Those Prices?

Can You Keep Up With 
Those Prices?

I hate the fact that fabric is so expensive.  
And that’s why I’m willing to share my 
Fabric Getting system with you!
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� 10 years in business

I’m about to share an 
exciting new way to get 

fabric….

www.QuiltedPhoto.com

…But, before I do I want to tell you 

a little more about my background.

You NEED Beautiful New fabrics!
... and you also NEED a wide assortment to 
make beautiful quilts!... Even if you are a 
beginner. 

I’m about to share an 
exciting new way to get 

fabric….
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• Get fabric in any color you want!

• Why you won’t need a rotary cutter!

• Why rulers and cutting mats are no longer needed!

Let me show you how to…

• Get unlimited amounts of fabric-on-demand

• Get fabric in any color you want!

• Why you won’t need a rotary cutter!

• Why rulers and cutting mats are no longer needed!

• + My 4 best fabric getting secrets………

Let me show you how to…

• Get unlimited amounts of fabric-on-demand
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I Like To Print My Own Fabric!

…But pre-made Printable Fabric Sheets are very 
expensive!

So, I cut the price by making them myself.

Let me show you how to make 
your own fabric sheets…

I don’t mind making them myself because I get a 
whole lot more at a really cheap price… by cutting 
out the middle man!

I Like To Print My Own Fabric!

This is what you’ll need:

•Computer and Inkjet Printer

•Heavy Duty Freezer Paper

•White Cotton Fabric

•And Fabric Treatment Solution

Each of these items are really important……

So pay attention because now I’m going to give 
you my Fabric Getting Tips!
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I Like To Print My Own Fabric!

TIP
 #1

Printer ink can be really expensive……

But that’s only if you buy it in the wrong place!

Follow this link to save 75% on your printer ink!

I will send this link tomorrow….

TIP

I Like To Print My Own Fabric!

Sign up for Joann’s email 
list!

Because they give 
amazing discount 
coupons every week!
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TIP

I Like To Print My Own Fabric!

Sign up for Joann’s email 
list!

Because they give 
amazing discount 
coupons every week!

You can buy the white 
cotton fabric for $2.99 
per yard…. But with a 
40% coupon it will only 
cost you $1.80 per yard!

Use a coupon to get your batting too!

TIP

I Like To Print My Own Fabric!

Get some Heavy Duty Freezer Paper!

-Why do you need freezer paper?

It has a waxy coating on one side that will hold 
on to your fabric and pull it through your 
printer..

…the important tip here is to get Heavy Duty 
freezer paper so that it will go through your 
printer without jamming. (try asking for some 
from your butcher!)
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TIP
 

I Like To Print My Own Fabric!

Choose a good Fabric Treatment 
Solution to make your printed fabric 
permanent. 
The problem is all fabric treatment 
solutions are not the same. Some only 
yield a few sheets per bottle….. What I 
use yields over 200 sheets per bottle!

I use “Ink Jet Setter” and you can find 
it at this link: 
http://www.freequiltfabric.com/html/JetSet.html

(this link is case sinsitive)
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TIP
S #

1

I Like To Print My Own Fabric!

The biggest factor that will make your fabric 
colors look brighter. Is to let your printed fabric 
sheets rest  for 24 hours before sewing or using 
in any way….. Let them rest! 
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2

I Like To Print My Own Fabric!

When you choose a new printer, pick one with 
separate color cartridges….. That way you will 
use all of the ink and not waste a single drop!

The cartridges are cheaper and last longer too!
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3

I Like To Print My Own Fabric!

And my last tip is draw you 81/2” by 11” guide 
lines on the back of the freezer paper before 
you iron it onto your fabric! I will be much 
easier to get perfect sheets that will go through 
the printer without jamming!
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You’ll feel like you own the 
whole Fabric shop!

(and all of the fabric in it!)

You’ll feel like you own the 
whole Fabric shop!

(and all of the fabric in it!)
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Your Also Gonna Get:
New Fabric EVERY week!
That’s 52 new fabric designs at no additional cost! 

Fabric-On-Demand & Quiltmaking Software

You’ll feel like you own the 
whole Fabric shop!

(and all of the fabric in it!)

What is your favorite kind?

Get The Newest Fabric Designs and Colors!
And you can customize the colors and size of the prints 
exactly to your liking.

Fabric-On-Demand & Quiltmaking Software

You’ll feel like you own the 
whole Fabric shop!

(and all of the fabric in it!)

Your Also Gonna Get:
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Fabric-On-Demand & Quiltmaking Software

You’ll feel like you own the 
whole Fabric shop!

(and all of the fabric in it!)

Your Also Gonna Get:
New Pre-Designed Quilt Template each month!
You get a whole quilt each month… at no additional cost!

Make custom memory quilts and fabric
You can even make your own customized fabrics!

Fabric-On-Demand & Quiltmaking Software

You’ll feel like you own the 
whole Fabric shop!

(and all of the fabric in it!)

Your Also Gonna Get:
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Easy to use Quilt Software!
Design and preview your quilts right on the screen.

Fabric-On-Demand & Quiltmaking Software

You’ll feel like you own the 
whole Fabric shop!

(and all of the fabric in it!)

Your Also Gonna Get:

Fabric-On-Demand & Quiltmaking Software

You’ll feel like you own the 
whole Fabric shop!

(and all of the fabric in it!)

Inkjet Setter solution and 
all FabricNow

TM

supplies

Your Also Gonna Get:
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Bonus - Lucy Doll Pattern  $14.95 value
Make it to match your quilts just like I did for my niece.

You’ll feel like you own the 
whole Fabric shop!

(and all of the fabric in it!)

Your Also Gonna Get:

But your price for “Fabric Now” is much 
less than $67 if you respond quickly!

Normal Price is $ 67

You’ll feel like you own the 
whole Fabric shop!

(and all of the fabric in it!)

…and the faster you respond, the 
less you’ll pay. The price will 
increase as the popularity of 
“Fabric Now” grows! 

…This really is your only chance 
to get “Fabric Now” at an amazing
introductory price… Get it Now or 
pay more later!

You see, here is the deal….
A very small group of fabric 
lovers will respond right away 
and I have set the starting price 
ridiculously low at only $7 

$ 67801-1000

$ 47501-800

$ 27301-500

$ 17101-300

$ 71-100

PriceFabric Lovers

But your price for “Fabric Now” is much 
less than $67 if you respond quickly!

Normal Price is $ 67
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You’ll feel like you own the 
whole Fabric shop!

(and all of the fabric in it!)

Nobody likes pressure… I know that I don’t. But I know that 
‘Fabric Now’ is excellent and you will LOVE it! 

Unconditional 90 Day Guarantee

So you’ll have plenty of time to try ‘Fabric Now’
If you don’t love it….Then don’t keep it!

Remember that ‘Fabric Now’ is a BOLD
way to get the fabric you need while 
keeping your prices low…

You NEED it so that you can make a 
difference in lives of the people you 
LOVE….

But, only a small group of Fabric Lovers 
will get it for this ridiculously low price.  

You must get it now or pay more later!

Here is the link:

http://www.freequiltfabric.com/html/getfabric.php

You’ll feel like you own the 
whole Fabric shop!

(and all of the fabric in it!)

$ 67801-1000

$ 47501-800

$ 27301-500

$ 17101-300

$ 71-100

PriceFabric Lovers


